
Strategic Partners

We Are Plot are a dynamic digital agency based in London. They compromise of a team of digital experts who are 
excited about unique ideas and help companies to create amazing online products by crafting top-notch UI/UX with 
effortless technology. With a passion for marketing, social and content creation, in short, they seek to level up your business.

Our Partnership

Recent Case Study

Servum is currently being developed under the Consleague ISV Partner Programme, for release onto the AppExchange. 
It’s a dynamic tool that is set to redefine the Wealth Management landscape to improve onboarding of new clients, 
improve data insight to assist IFAs in making better decisions and improve communication with the end client.

WAP was asked to created the initial UI/UX layouts for the product, which have been used as a proof of concept. Phase 2 
is now underway to build the actual product using Avonni.

“

“We Are Plot and Consleague have forged a strategic partnership to assist in providing a range 
of digital services that are required on internal projects as well as extending our resources to 
Consleague clients. Our combination of digital expertise brings a new dimension of capability 
to the Consleague team, and to date, we have had many successful collaborations.
- Phil Warner, Managing Director We Are Plot Ltd

WAP work closely with us on several layers. Firstly, they are our incumbent 
agency that looks after our own marketing and brand strategy. Secondly, the 
team collaborates with us on client projects that require beautiful UI/UX 
visuals, and any design led requirements that need to on brand.

WAP have a highly talent team of designers that will ensure your brand is 
consistent and integrated throughout. Most recently they have also become 
expert in providing Salesforce Lightening UI layouts using the Avonni 
Prototyping tool.
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